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Archilochus: The Poems: Introduction, Text, Translation, and CommentaryOxford University Press, 2019

	In antiquity Archilochus of Paros was considered a poet rivalled only by Homer and Hesiod, yet he has been relatively neglected by modern scholarship. This is largely due to the fragmentary state of his surviving poetry, though our knowledge has expanded significantly since the middle of the

	twentieth century as new papyrological...
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Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility: Why Giants FallPraeger Publishers, 2003
Sims believes that ethics in business can be restored by establishing a culture of doing the right thing, creating a climate for whistle-blowing, providing a forum for dialogue and good moral conversation, getting leadership commitment, recognizing unethical behavior, and institutionalizing good ethical behavior....Sims's book is well referenced...
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Reading Between the Signs: A Cultural Guide for Sign Language Students and InterpretersIntercultural Press, 2003
Each of us carries around a type of “baggage” that cannot be checked at the airport. Because it is invisible, we may not even be aware of its existence. What does this set of hidden luggage contain? Our cultural inheritance of values, attitudes, and beliefs, which, although we may not want to admit it, still infl uences our daily...
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Ordering Disorder: Grid Principles for Web Design (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	At some level, design can be seen as a method of using creativity to impose tyranny on the world. Not tyranny in its classical sense, but rather tyranny on a much more modest, much more personal scale.


	In the progression from problem to idea to solution, the designer may describe what she does in commercial terms (business...
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Healthcare Informatics: Improving Efficiency and ProductivityCRC Press, 2010

	Healthcare Informatics: Improving Efficiency and Productivity examines the complexities involved in managing resources in our healthcare system and explains how management theory and informatics applications can increase efficiencies in various functional areas of healthcare services. Delving into data and project management...
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Ceramic, Art and CivilisationBloomsbury Publishing, 2021

	
		In his major new history, Paul Greenhalgh tells the story of ceramics as a story of human civilisation, from the Ancient Greeks to the present day. As a core craft technology, pottery has underpinned domesticity, business, religion, recreation, architecture, and art for millennia. Indeed, the history of ceramics parallels the...
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Hands-On Security in DevOps: Ensure continuous security, deployment, and delivery with DevSecOpsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Protect your organization's security at all levels by introducing the latest strategies for securing DevOps

	
		Key Features

		
			Integrate security at each layer of the DevOps pipeline
	
			Discover security practices to protect your cloud services by detecting fraud and...
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Online Consumer Psychology: Understanding and Influencing Consumer Behavior in the Virtual WorldLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
This volume contains edited versions of papers that were presented at the 2001 Advertising and Consumer Psychology Conference in Seattle, Washington. This annual conference was sponsored by the Society for Consumer Psychology (Division 23 of the American Psychological Association) with sponsorship assistance from Accenture Institute for Strategic...
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The Handbook of High Performance Virtual Teams: A Toolkit for Collaborating Across BoundariesJossey-Bass, 2008
The Handbook of High-Performance Virtual Teams
The Handbook of High-Performance Virtual Teams is an essential resource for leaders, virtual team members, and work group leaders. The editors provide a proven framework based on five principles for working collaboratively across boundaries of time, space, and culture. Written by experts in the...
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Protocols for Micropropagation of Woody Trees and FruitsSpringer, 2007

	Micropropagation has become a reliable and routine approach for large-scale rapid plant multiplication, which is based on plant cell, tissue and organ culture on well defined tissue culture media under aseptic conditions. A lot of research efforts are being made to develop and refine micropropagation methods and culture media for large-scale...
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International Marketing: Strategy and TheoryRoutledge, 2004

	Marketing is a universal activity that is widely applicable, regardless of the political, social or economic systems of a particular country. However, this doesn't mean that consumers in different parts of the world should be satisified in the same way.

	

	The 4th edition of International Marketing has been written...
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Fundamentals of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative MedicineSpringer, 2009

	"Fundamentals of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine" provides a complete overview of the state of the art in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Tissue engineering has grown tremendously during the past decade. Advances in genetic medicine and stem cell technology have significantly improved the potential to...
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